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@ Optical dlac reproduction apparatus.

@ The invention provides a novel optical disc reproduction

apparatus capable of easily setting the input level of music

signals recorded on an optical disc when recording those

signals with a magnetic recording apparatus. In which the

optical disc reproduction apparatus is provided with the

peak-level coarse search mode and the peak-level tine search

mode and altow the optical pickup to input music signal levels

recorded on the disc while causing it to jump across a certain

number of tracks, and then, the optical disc reproduction

apparatus compares the input music signal level to the

preceding signal level stored in memory means and stores the

higher level in memory before again causing the optical pickup

to jump Itself across tracks foOowed by repeated comparison of

the input signal levels, thus automatically detecting the position

where the latest peak level is recorded.
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Description

Optical Disc Reproduction Apparatus

The present invention relates to an optical disc

reproduction apparatus like a compact disc player

for example. 5
' Any conventional optical disc player is provided
with such typical constituents shown In FIGs 6
through 8 including the following: Signal detector 1

which is comprised of an optical pickup reading
music information and music-playing time informa- io
tion recorded on an optical disc (which is hereinafter

merely called a disc); signal output device 2 which
processes music information read by the signal

detector 1, and then converts it into audio signals

before eventually outputting them; controller 3 is
which controls both the signal detector 1 and the
signal output device 2; display unit 4 which displays
information such as music-piaying time read by the
signal detector 1; and key-switch assembly unit 5
which is comprised of music play key 5a, forward 20
search key 5b. backward search key 5c, etc. and
instructs the controller 3 to start playing music or
fast-fonwarding and other operations of the optical
pickup by allowing it to jump over tracks.

Typically, any conventional optical disc player 25
executes control operations shown in the flowchart
which appears In FIG, 7 using those constituents
mentioned above. The controller 3 Identifies during
step 1 whether the play key 5a is depressed, or not.

If the play key 5a were already depressed, then, 30
step 2 is entered. If the play key 5a were not
depressed, this routine process is terminated. When
step 2 is entered, while display unit 4 still displays
music-playing time information read by the signal

detector 1. the signal output device 2 outputs music 35
signals so that the disc player can play music. When
step 3 is entered, the controller identifies whether
search keys 5b and 5c are depressed, or not. If

neither of these keys were depressed, then step 5 is

entered. When step 4 is undenway. the controller 3 40
compulsorily causes the optical pickup following up
signals to Jump across tracks In the direction of the
outer circumference or the Inner circumference of

the disc. Whan step 5 is underway, the controller

Identifies whether the optical pick up has reached 45
the end of the music signals recorded on the disc, or

not. If the optical pickup Is already at the end of

music signals, this routine process is then tenni-
nated. It the optical pickup were not yet at the end of

music signals, the routine process returns to step 2 50
to cause the disc player to sequentially repeat step 2
through 5 until the optical pickup eventually reaches
the end of music signals recorded on the disc.

Nevertheless, any of those conventional optical
disc players having the above constitution is obliged 55
to execute extremely complex processes to deter-
mine the recording Input level when recording music
signals recorded on the disc with a magnetic
recording apparatus. Concretely, in order to
properly determine the recording input level, the 60
magnetic recording apparatus needs to detect the
highest level of music signals recorded on the disc

(which is hereinafter merely called the peak level). To

detect the peak level, conventionally, the operator
causes the optical pickup to move fonvard Itself fast

by depressing search key while the disc still plays

back music, and then, he detects the peak level by
either listening to music himself or by watching the
level meter by transmitting music signals to the

magnetic recording apparatus before he can event-
ually adjust the recording input level by replaying the

detected portion. This in tum obliges the operator to

follow up extremely inconvenient operations.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention overcomes those problems

mentioned above by providing a novel optical disc

reproduction apparatus which automatically detects
the peak level and allows the peak-level music signal

to pause itself at the recorded position, and yet.

eventually outputs the peak-level music signals.

To achive these objects, the optical disc repro

duction apparatus related to the invention incorpor-

ates the following constituents Including; signal ,

detector which detects both tiie music-playing time
'

information and music signals recorded on the

optical disc; signal output device which outputs
those signals detected by the signal detector;

signaHevel input means which inputs music signal

levels; peak level memory which stores peak levels

of music signals; peak-level position memory which
stores the position at which the peak-level signal is

recorded; comparison means which compares the

peak level stored in the peak-leve! memory and tiie

signal level input via signal-level input means;
renewal means which renews the value of peak-level

memory and the value of peak-level position memory
in accordance with the result of comparison ex-

ecuted by comparison means; reference value

memory which stores the predetenmined reference

values; peak-level-detecting operation unit which
computes the peak-level fine-search starting posi-

tion for detecting more accurate peak level position

from the reference values stored in the reference

value memory and the peak-level position stored in

the peak-level position memory by activating the

peak-level coarse-search mode, the peak*level fine-

search completing position,and the peak-level

pause position from the peak-level position detected

by activating the peak-level fine-search mode, and
the peak-level pause position from the reference

values stored in the reference value memory; the

fine-search starting position memory which stores

those values computed by the peak-level-detecting

operation unit; the fine-search completing position

memory; and the pause position memory, respec-
tively.

The optical disc reproduction apparatus related to

the invention features the constitution mentioned
above and provides extremely advantageous func-

tions which are summarized below.

While causing the optical pickup to jump itself

across a certain number of tracks, the optical disc

recording apparatus related to the invention continu*
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3 0283304 4

ously receives music signal levels recorded on the

disc, and at the same time, It compares the input

signal level to the preceding signal levels stored In

memory, and then stores the signal value whichever

the greater in memory. Then, the optical disc

reproduction apparatus again causes the optical

pickup to jump itself across a certain number of.

tracks to repeatedly compare the stored signal

levels to the newly input signal level t>efore automati-

cally detecting the exact position at which the peak

level is recorded. The apparatus related to the

invention then enters into pause condition while still

activating the signal output device to output music

signals at the peak-level detected position. As a
result, the operator can easily and precisely adjust

the recording input level of the magnetic recording

apparatus as required.

Features and advantages of the present invention

will become apparent from the description of a

preferred embodiment given by way of example with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which :-

Fig. 1 is the simplified schematic block

diagram of a preferred embodiment of the

optical disc reproduction apparatus related to

the invention;

Fig. 2 is the simplified schematic block

diagram denoting the essential constituents of

the optical disc reproduction apparatus related

to the invention;

Fig. 3 is the simplified external view of the

optical disc reproduction apparatus related to

the invention;

Fig. 4 is the operation flowchart denoting the

routine processes for automatically detecting

the peal level of input music signals

;

Fig. 5 is the plane view explaining the

fine-search mode and the pose condition;

Fig. 6 is the simplified schematic block

diagram of a conventional optical disc repro-

duction apparatus;

Fig, 7 is the simplified external view of the

conventional optical disc reproduction appara-

tus shown in Fig. 6; and
Fig. 8 is the operation flowchart denoting the

routine processes executed by the conven-

tional optical disc reproduction apparatus

shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Referring now more particularly to the accompa-
nying drawings in Figs. 1 through 3, a prefen-ed

embodiment of the optical disc reproduction appara-

tus related to the invention is described below.

The optical disc reproduction apparatus related to

the inventbn features the provision of the following

constituents: signal detector 11 and signal output

device 12 each having operating functions identical

to those of any conventional signal detector and

signal output device; controller 13 which controls

the signal detector 11 and the signal output device

12, while the peak-level detector 16 described below
is installed to Internal part of the controller 13;

display unit 14 which displays visual Information

such as music-playing time and others; and key

switch assembly unit 15 including peak-level search

key 15a Instructing the controller 13 to automatically

detect the peak level of the Input music signals and

other functional keys.

The peak-level detector 16 is substantially com-
prised of the following: Signal level input means
which transmits the music signal levels recorded on

5 the disc and detected by the signal detector 1 1 to

the controller 13; peak level memory 18 which stores
the peak value of signal levels received from signal

input means; peak-level position memoiy 19 whteh
stores the speclfk; disc position at which the peak

10 level is recorded; comparison means which com-
pares the new signal level received from signal input

means with the preceding peak value stored In the

peak level memory 18; renewal means 2t which
renews those values of the peak level memory 18

75 and the peak-level posftton memory 1 9 In the case in

which the newly input signal level were determined

to be higher than the preceding peak levels stored In

those memories 18 and 19 by comparison means 20;
reference value memory 22 which stores the pre-

20 detennined reference values a through c; peak-

level-detecting operation unit 23 which computes
those values needed for detecting the peak level

from those which are stored In the peak-level

position memory 19 and the reference values stored

2S in the reference value memory 22; fine-search«.

starting position memory 24 which stores tha'5

peak-level fine-search starting position generated by
the subtraction of the reference value a from the

value of the peak-level position memory 19 stored

30 under the activated peak-level coarse-search mode
after allowing the peak-levektetecting operation unit

23 to execute the subtraction; flne-^arch complet-

ing position memory 25 which stores the peak-level

fine-search completing position generated by addl-

35 tion of the reference value b; and the pause positk)n

memory 26 which stores the peak-level pause
position generated by the addition of the reference

value c to the value of the peak-level position

memory 19 stored under the activated peak-level

40 fine-search mode, respectively.

Next, referring now to the operation flowchart

shown in FIG. 4, functional operations of the optical

disc reproduction appars^ featuring the above

constitution are described below.

46 First, when step 1 is entered, the controller 3

identifies whether the peak-level search key 15a Is

depressed, or not. If this key were already de-'

pressed, step 2 Is entered. If this key were not

depressed, then step 2 Is terminated wfthout

50 executing any process. When step 2 is entered, the

controller 13 allows the initial value to be stored In

the peak-level memory 18 (the value stored In the

peak-level memory 18 Is hereir^after merely called

Pd). Next, when step 3 Is entered, the controiler 13

55 first causes the optical pick up to compulsorlly Jump

itself across 10 tracks fn ttie direction of the outer

circumference of the disc, and then, as soon as

step 4 is entered, the signal detector 11 detects

music signals recorded at the position at whk;h t^e

60 optical pickup has just landed, thus causing the

signal output device 12 to output the detected music

signals. Next, when step 5 is entered, the music

signal level detected in process of step 4 is input to

the controller 13 to allow the Input signal level to

65 . become PI. When step 6 la entered, compahson
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5 0 283304 6

means 20 executes comparison between Pd and PI.

and if the value of Pt were higher than that of Pd, then

step 7 is entered. If the value PI were not higher than

Pd. then step 9 is entered. On the other hand, while

step 7 is still underway, renewal means 21 renews

the value stored in the peak level memory 18 into the

value which was delivered to the controller 13 while

step 5 was undenA/ay. Likewise, when step 8 is stlD

undeiway, renewal means 21 also renews the value

stored in the peak-level position memory 24 into the

position at.which a music.signal of a specific, level

input in process of step 5 remains recorded. Next
when step 9 is entered, the controller 13 identifies

whether the optical pickup has already reached the

end of music signals recorded on the disc, or not. If

the optical pickup were already at the end of music
signals, then step 10 is entered. If the optical pickup

were not yet at the end of music signals, then the

routine process returns to step 3, and then re-

peatedly follows up execution of steps 3 through 9

until the optical pickup eventually reaches the end of

music signals on the disc. These steps 3 through 9
constitute the peak-level coarse-search mode, in

which the system roughly detects the peak levels of

music signals throughout the entire track of the disc.

Next, when step 10 is entered, in order to

precisely search peak levels of music signals on the

disc, the peak-level-detecting operation unit 23
subtracts the reference value a from the peak-level

position (PLP) stored under the peak-level coarse-

search mode so that the peak-level fine-search

starting position |SP) can eventually be determined,

and then stores the determined position in the

fine-search starting position memory 24 (See RG 5

(a)). The peak-levei-detecting operation unit 23 then

adds the reference value b to the peak-level position

(PLP) to determine the peak-level fine-search conrv

pleting position (CP), which is then stored in the

peak-level fine-search completing position memory
25. Though in FIG. 5 (a) the reference values a, b are

given as track numbers, the reference values a, b
can be given as the time corresponding to certain

music-playing time information on the track. When
step 1 1 is entered, the controller 13 then causes the

optical pickup to move itself up to the position being

stored in the fine-search starting position memory
•24. Next, when step 12 is entered, the controller 13

causes the optical pickup to compulsorily Jump itself

across one track in the direction of the outer

circumference of the disc. The optical disc repro-

duction apparatus then executes processes related

to steps 13 through 17. Since these processes are

Identical to those which are executed In process of

steps 4 through 8. explanation of step 13 through 17

is deleted. Next, when step 18 is entered, the

controller 13 identifies whether the optical pickup

has already reached the position stored in the

peak-level fine-search completing position memory
25. or not. If the optical pickup is already at the

designated position, then step 19 is activated. If the

optical pickup were not yet at the designated

position, then the routine process retums to step 12,

and then repeatedly executes steps 12 through 18

until the optical pickup eventually reaches the

tine-search completing position. These steps 12

through 18 substantially constitute the peak-level

fine-search mode. Consequently, the optical disc

reproduction apparatus related to the invention

securely detects more accurate peak-level position

5 by repeating fine-searching of those regions close to

the position at which the peak-level signal sought by

the peak-level coarse search mode Is recorded.

When step 19 Is entered, the peak-level pause

position (PLPP) Is determined by adding the ref-

10 erence value c to the value (v) of the peak-level

^position memory 19 stored under, the peak-level

fine-search mode, and then, the peak-level pause

position is stored In the pause-positbn memory 26.

The controller 13 then causes the optical pickup to

75 more up to the position stored in the pause-position

memory 26 so that the optical pickup can enter into

pause condition to complete the entire loop oper-

ations (See FIG 5 (b)).

The pause condition represents the state of

20 repeatedly executing those routine processes de-

scribed above, in which the controller 13 causes the

optical pickup to compulsorily jump Itself across one

track in the direction of the inner circumference of

the disc, and then allows the signal output device 12

25 to output music signals detected by the signal ^
detector 11 from the position at which the optical

pickup has landed, and then, as soon as the optical

pickup reaches the position stored In the pause-po-

sition memory 26, the controller 13 again causes the

optical pickup to compuisorily jump itself across one

track in the direction of the Inner circumference of

the disc. While these sequential routine processes

are executed, music signal are continuously output.

The at>ove preferred embodiment allows the

35 pause condition to exist for a period of time in which

the optical pickup jumps itself across one track and

again jumps itself across one track in the direction of

the inner circumference of the disc. However, the

above preferred embodiment also allows the optical

40 disc reproduction apparatus related to the invention

to repeatedly play back music during a specific

period of time corresponding to m-seconds before

and after arrival at the peak-level position by allowing

the optical pickup to jump itself across n-pieces

46 (where n Is optional) of track.

According to the above preferred embodiment,

when the operator adjusts the recording Input level

for recording music signals from an optical disc

using a magnetic recording apparatus, by allowing

50 the operator to merely depress the peak-level

search key. the optical disc reproduction apparatus

related to the invention repeatedly execute those

operations including comparison of the newly input

signal levels from the disc with the preceding

55 peak-level value before storing the gretater signal

level in memory while causing the optical pickup to

move itself in the direction of the outer circum-

ference of the disc. As a result, the optical disc

reproduction apparatus related to the invention

60 automatically detects the position at which the

peak-level music signal Is recorded on the disc and

then enters Into pause condition at the peak-level

position while continuously outputting music sig-

nals, thus allowing the operator to easily and

65 precisely adjust the recording Input level.
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As is clear from the above description, the optical

disc reproduction apparatus related to the invention

incorporates the foliow[ng constituents including;

signal detector which detects music-playing time
information and music signals recorded on the disc;

signal output device which outputs those signals

detected by the signal detector; signal-level input

means which Inputs music signal levels; peak-level

memory which stores the peak level of music
signals; peak-level position memory which stores
the position at which the peak level signal is

recorded
; comparison means which executes com-

parison of the signal level stored in the peak level

memory with the signal level input by signal input
means: renewal means which renews the value of
the peak level memory and the value of the peak
level position memory in accordance with the result

of comparison executed by comparison means;
reference value memory which stores the predeter-
mined reference values; peak-levet-detecting oper-
ation unit which computes the peak-level fine-search

starting position and the peak-level fine-search
completing position for detecting more accurate
peak level position from the reference values stored
in the reference value memory and the peak level

position stored In the peak level position memory by
activating peak level coarse-search mode and also
computes the peak level pause position from the
peak level position detected by activating peak-level

fine-search mode and also from the reference values
stored in the reference value memory; fine-search
starting position memory whteh stores those values
computed by the peak-level-detecting operation
unit, fine-search completing position memory; and
pause position memory, respectively.

When the operator adjusts the recording input

level before receding music signals from an optical

disc with a magnetic recording apparatus, the
optical disc reproductbn apparatus related to the
invention automatically detects the peak level posi-
tion and enters into pause condition merely by
depressing the peak-level search key. and as a
result, the operator can very easily and precisely
adjust the recording input level of the magnetic
recording apparatus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is the Simplified schematic block

diagram of a preferred embodiment of the

optical disc reproduction apparatus related to

the invention;

FIG. 2 is the simplified schematic block

diagram denoting the essential constituents of

the optical disc reproduction apparatus related

to the invention;

FIG. 3 is the simplified external view of the
optical disc reproduction apparatus related to

the invention;

FIG. 4 Is the operation flowchart denoting the
routine processes for automatically detecting
the peak level of Input music signals;

FIG. 5 is the plane view explaing the fine-

search mode and the pose condition;

FIG. 6 is the simplified schematic block
diagram of a conventional optical disc repro-

duction apparatus;

FIG. 7 is the simplified external view of the
conventional optical disc reproduction appara-
tus shown in FIG. 6; and

5 FIG. 8 is the operation flowchart denoting the
routine processes executed by the conven-
tional optical disc reproduction apparatus
shown in FIGs.6and7.

10

Ctatms

IS (1) An optical disc reproduction apparatus
comprising;

signal detector whtoh detects music-playing
time information and music signals recorded on
the optical disc;

20 signal output device which outputs those
signals detected by said signal detector;

signal-level Input means which inputs music
signal levels:

peak-level memory which stores the peak
25 level of music signals;

peak-level position memory which stores^
the position at which the peak level signal is

recorded;

comparison means which executes com-
30 parison of the signal level stored in sakl

peak-level memory with the signal level Input by
signal input means;

renewal means which renews the value of
peak-level memory and the value of peak-tevet

3S position memory in accordance with the result

of comparison executed by said comparison
means;

reference value memory which stores the

predetermined reference values;

40 peak-level-detecting operation unit which
computes the peak-level fine-search starting

position aruj the peak-level fine-search com-
pleting position for detecting more accurate
peak-level position from the reference values

45 stored In said reference value memory and the

peak-level position stored in said peak-level

position memory by activating peak-level

coarse-search mode and also computes the

peak-level pause position from the peak-tevd
50 position detected by activating peak-level fine-

searoh mode and also from the reference

values stored In said reference-value memory;
fine-search starting position memory which

stores those values computed by said peak-
55 level-detecting operation unit;

fine-search completing position memory;
and

pause-position memory.

(2) The optical disc reproduction apparatus in

60 accordance with Claim 1. wherein said pre-

determined reference values are substantially

comprised of three kinds Including reference

value (a) which is used for determining said

peak-level fine-search starting position by sub-
til tractlng saJd reference value (a) from the

5
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9 0283304 10

peak-level position detected by activating said

peak-level coarse*search mode, reference

value (b) which is 'Used for detemiining said

peak*level fine-search completing position by

adding said reference value (b) to said peak- 5
level position, and reference value (c) which Is

used for determining said peak-level pause
position by adding said reference value (c) to

said peak-level position by activating said

peak-level fine search mode. 10

(3) The optical disc reproduction apparatus in

accordance with Claim 1, wherein said pause
condition is entered at said peak-level pause
position computed by said peak-tevel-detecting

operation unit while said signal output device is

continuously outputs music signals.

(4) The optical disc reproduction apparatus in

accordaruse with Claim 1. wherein said appara-

tus repeatedly plays back music signals for a
specific diration conresponding to m-seconds 20

(where m can optionally be set) before and after

detecting a new peak level.

(5) An optical disc reproduction apparatus

comprising;

signal detector which detects music-playing 25
time information and music signals recorded on
the optical disc;

signal output device which outputs those

signals detected by said signal detector;

signal-level input means which inputs music 30
signal levels;

peak-level memory which memorizes and
stores the peak level of music signals;

Peak-level position memory which mem-
orizes and stores the position at which the peak 35
level is recorded;

comparison means wNch executes com-
parison of the signal level stored in said

peak-level memory with the signal level input by

said signal-level input means; 40

renewal means which renews the value of

peak-level memory and the value of peak-level

position memory in accordance with the result

of comparison executed by said comparison
means; and 45

control means which controls execution of

peak-level coarse search mode detecting the

peak level of music signals on the entire surface

or in an optional regbn of the optical disc and
the position at which saki peak-level is re- 50

corded by executing repeated comparisons
and renewals of the peak-levels of music
signals using said signal-level input means,
comparison means, and renewal means when-
ever the optical pickup jumps across several 55

tracks covering the entire surface or an optional

region, and also execution of peak-level fine

search mode detecting more accurate peak-

level position of music signals before and
behind the position at which said detected 60

peak-level is recorded in response to the result

of detecting operations executed by said

peak-level coarse search mode.

65
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0 Optical disc reproduction apparatus.

0 The invention provides a novel optical disc re-

production apparatus capable of easily setting the

input level of music signals recorded on an optical

disc when recording those signals with a magnetic

recording apparatus, in which the optical disc re-

production apparatus is provided with the peak-level

coarse search mode and the peak-level fine search

mode and allow the optical pickup to input music

signal levels recorded on the disc while causing it to

^jump across a certain numfc)er of tracks, and then,

the optical disc reproduction apparatus compares

^the input music signal level to the preceding signal

^ level stored in memory means and stores the higher

level in memory before again causing the optical

2 pickup to jump itself across tracks followed by re-

^peated comparison of the input signal levels, thus

automatically detecting the position where the latest

®peak level is recorded.
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